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Community Strategy is More 
Important Than Ever for the 
Year Ahead

Why are online communities born? Often, it comes down 

to a compelling need. It might be an organizational need: 

you need to understand what your members want – or 

it might be a member need: they need to connect with 

each other. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen communities 

spring up faster than ever because association members 

could only connect digitally. Associations wanted 

to quickly provide convenient access to education, 

sharing relevant information and updates, or simply to 

provide tangible support through member-to-member 

connections. These reasons have always been present, 

but the pandemic made them more obvious.

This year, the focus of our Engagement Trends Report 

is around strategy. It’s a reminder to all of us that 

communities don’t build themselves, even though years 

like 2020 and 2021 can make it feel like they do.

Rather, we have to build communities that give members 

a reason to return beyond just COVID-19 updates. That’s 

a responsibility for any association who wants to see 

continued growth in their online member community, 

because like any successful program, each community 

needs a strategic plan and dedicated management.

https://www.higherlogic.com/
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The coming year will be an opportunity to 

revisit your community’s foundation and dig 

deep into how your online community fits into 

your member engagement strategy. Especially 

if you started your online community during 

the pandemic, you need to take the time to 

find your association’s central purpose for the 

community and build internal alignment and 

strategy around it. 

Why? The most successful communities are 

the center of your member engagement 

strategy. They serve as the hub for members 

for every member benefit – from mentoring 

and peer-to-peer connection to courses and 

events. And when it comes to the community 

itself, continued growth also relies on having 

a strategic plan and dedicated community 

management. These are the kinds of 

communities that create the engagement 

that Wesley Carr, Director of Stakeholder 

Engagement at RAPS, is talking about. 

 So what did online community 

 engagement look like this year? 

We reviewed online community 

engagement data from 1,054 of our 

association community customers 

to identify the most common trends. 

Read on to learn about the trends and 

see examples of associations working 

to solidify community as part of their 

member engagement strategy. 

The Higher Logic Community 
Engagement Benchmark Score is 
made up of three core measures 
that help gauge success for 
communities. By combining 
measurements for activity, 
value, and reach, the score gives 
customers data-driven insights 
around community performance. 
Higher Logic customers can see this 
score in the Community admin.

The more engaged your membership is, 
the higher your renewal rate is going to 
be. The 11 months leading up to renewal 
time, that is when that decision is made. 
What has gone on for the past year 
informs the answer to the question: ‘Is 
this membership valuable enough to my 
career to continue?"

WESLEY CARR
Director of Stakeholder Engagement,        
Regulatory Affairs Professionals Society (RAPS) 

Read the Full Story

https://www.higherlogic.com/
https://associationsnow.com/2021/09/the-future-of-associations-is-all-about-connecting-members-to-one-another/
https://associationsnow.com/2021/09/the-future-of-associations-is-all-about-connecting-members-to-one-another/
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Trend 1: Old and New Communities 
Saw Similar Rates of Engagement

We wanted to see if there was a significant difference in engagement levels for online 

communities launched by organizations during the pandemic versus those started before to 

the pandemic.

 We looked at two groups: 

• Communities launched prior to March 2020 

• Communities launched after March 2020

We found there was not a significant 

difference between these two 

segments, when looking at 

engagement levels from November 

2020 until August 2021. The 

Engagement Benchmark Score (EBS) 

was the same for each segment, and 

the percentage of average users in the 

community was only 0.6% different.  

This shows that when a community 

started (pre- or post-pandemic) 

didn’t make a significant difference 

to engagement rates. But, we wonder 

whether this trend will continue into 

the next year. Why? It comes down to 

strategic planning. 

https://www.higherlogic.com/
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STRATEGIES FOR 
COMMUNITY LEADERS

If you started your community 
Before COVID: 

You may be in a great place with 

your community, but you might not 

be – community longevity doesn’t 

always mean it’s an engaging 

space. It’s a good time revisit your 

community foundation and ensure 

you’ve checked all the boxes. Do you 

have a robust community content 

calendar? How is your moderation 

policy and enforcement? Revisit your 

goals and plan for the year ahead. 

If you started your community   
After COVID: 

You’ve got a few months of 

community experience under your 

belt. You saw the need to connect 

your members virtually and acted 

quickly to support that need. But if 

you made a quick pivot, you might 

not have a long-term strategy in 

place. You may be at the point where 

you’re starting to realize that just 

because you have a community 

doesn’t mean you and your members 

will see value. If you find yourself 

in this situation, work on building a 

solid framework for success. 

Map out your online community plan for the year ahead, 

as well as long-term goals. If you’re not sure where to 

begin, look for expert support to guide you. 

If you don’t have one already, hire a full-time community 

manager (or contract with an expert) to nurture your 

community. Assign them to review whether you’re taking 

advantage of all your online community platform’s 

engagement features.

Ensure your organization is aligned with the focus and 

goal of the community. Not sure how to make that 

happen? Check out the “Planning” and “Getting Buy-In” 
chapters of this guide.

Map out your online community plan for the year ahead, 

as well as long-term goals. If you’re not sure where to 

begin, look for expert support to guide you. 

Create a good content strategy to bring new users into 

the community and ensure existing users return. Use this 
template to build your calendar. 

Upgrade the look and feel of your online community site. 

A fresh look can bring new life to your community! 

Run a community health survey. We love this guidance 
from CMX! 

https://www.higherlogic.com/
https://www.higherlogic.com/solutions/strategic-services/
https://www.higherlogic.com/solutions/strategic-services/
https://www.higherlogic.com/online-community-guide/
https://www.higherlogic.com/online-community-guide/
https://www.higherlogic.com/solutions/strategic-services/
https://www.higherlogic.com/lp/community-content-calendar/
https://www.higherlogic.com/lp/community-content-calendar/
https://cmxhub.com/how-we-run-community-health-surveys-at-cmx/
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If you don't have a community yet:

You’re ready to get planning. Find out what 

your members want in a community, what your 

organization wants, and regroup to create a plan 

of action. A successful community launch and 

engagement grows out of a great plan. 

Ensure your organization is aligned around 

launching a community and what your 

goals will be. Not sure how to make that 

happen? Check out the “Planning” and 
“Getting Buy-In” chapters of this guide. 

Hire a full-time community manager to 

nurture your community. If you don’t have 

an online community yet, make it part of 

your plan as you build it.

As a long-time client of Higher Logic, 
working with Strategic Services has 
challenged processes that have been 
in place for years. We have always 
seen value in community, and it 
consistently comes up as a top benefit 
on member surveys, but this has 
challenged the way we were managing 
the community. It’s allowed us to put a 
little shine on an old community.”

DIANA MERTZ
Senior Director of Councils and Member 
Engagement, American Staffing Association 

Learn more about how Higher Logic’s Strategic 
Services can help you build or strengthen your 
online community

https://www.higherlogic.com/
https://www.higherlogic.com/online-community-guide/
https://www.higherlogic.com/online-community-guide/
https://www.higherlogic.com/case-studies/american-staffing-association/
https://www.higherlogic.com/case-studies/american-staffing-association/
https://www.higherlogic.com/case-studies/american-staffing-association/
https://www.higherlogic.com/case-studies/american-staffing-association/
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        ASSOCIATION SPOTLIGHT 

How Cory Elford is Re-Energizing Meeting 
Professionals International’s Online Community

Cory Elford wears many hats, as many community 

managers do! She has made it her mission over the 

past ten months to create explosive community 

growth. And it’s been working: their communities 

as a whole have seen a 22% jump in active users 

since November 2020. 

We chatted with Cory to learn about what exactly 

she’s been up to. 

When Cory joined the team, she saw lots of areas 

of opportunity for the communities. There were 

nearly 200 sub-communities for different interests 

within the overall community, and not all of them 

saw engagement. With no interface or UI update 

since the initial launch, Cory felt it was challenging 

to promote their communities to new and existing 

members as a valuable benefit. 

Additionally, MPI’s original goal for their 

communities was education – but through the 

experiences brought on by the pandemic, Cory 

realized they needed to shift their strategy 

towards the value of networking, a top core-value 

that changed almost overnight. And, with online 

communities as a mission-critical driver for getting 

MPI to a place of consistent community growth, 

Cory got to work and put together a plan to         

re-envision their digital Community Forums.

STEP 1: RESEARCH

STEP 2: IMPLEMENT

Cory ran discovery sessions with their community 

chairs and asked them to tell her the good, the 

bad, and the ugly about each community. Once 

she had completed her interviews, she identified 

consistent themes.

Once her research was completed, Cory jumped 

into action and began working to make updates 

based on the feedback she got. This included:

• Deleting communities that hadn’t been 

active in over a year

• Redesigning the community interface

• Automating more personalized 

communications, unique to each community, 

which enhanced the member experience

• Restructuring the community governance 

model 

 

In 2022, Cory plans to make the internal focus for the community all about engagement: how to get 

members to join, participate, and return. To make this happen, they’ve created a Community Advisory Board 

that will oversee all of their communities. They will also develop what the governance model looks like within 

each community, electing one position solely responsible for digital engagement, among many other pillars. 

Some of their communities already have good engagement rates, so by bringing everyone together, they 

hope to spread these great learnings across each community. In the future, Cory will integrate their business 

intelligence system so they can use that data to inform future marketing and engagement strategies. 

 

MEET CORY ELFORD

Manager of Communities and 
Membership Marketing at Meeting 

Professionals International

https://www.higherlogic.com/
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Trend 2: Smaller Organizations Tend 
to Have More Active Users 
When we looked at community engagement based on an association’s size as it relates to 

revenue, we saw that as revenue increased, the percentage of active users went down. 

This trend isn’t surprising for a few reasons. When an 

organization has fewer members, it’s more likely that these 

members know each other, giving them a lower barrier 

to entry to getting involved in the community. A bigger 

organization with more members could mean community 

users have some anonymity, making it a bit harder to feel 

invested. Additionally, this type of organization might have 

more non-members who have community accounts but 

don’t participate. 

WHAT IS AN ACTIVE USER?

Has logged into the community 

in the past 120 days OR receives 

community email digest.

Percentage of active users looks 

at how many any active users over 

total users the organization has. 

https://www.higherlogic.com/
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 Strategies for Community Leaders 

IF YOU’RE A SMALL ORGANIZATION:

You have a bit of an advantage here! But, a word of caution: You might be in a comfortable 

routine of relying on those popular members or influencers who everyone knows to help 

engagement, but try to keep it fresh. Use tactics to bring in new faces and new voices so that 

the community stays dynamic. Here are a couple ideas:

Use personalized calls-to-action. Create an automation rule to contact users who have never 

posted encouraging them to share a question with the group.

Spotlight members who aren’t frequent posters. Give them an opportunity to blog or 

showcase an interview with them on the community homepage. 

Host an “Ask the Expert” session. Frame it as a chance for your members to meet someone 

who is an “influencer” in the field and have them submit questions in advance or during the 

event time.  

IF YOU’RE A LARGE ORGANIZATION:

If you’re a bigger organization and you have many members or even many non-members 

who are community users, you should focus on helping them develop some familiar faces. The 

more welcoming and intimate you can make the community experience, the more comfortable 

people will feel getting involved. You could try tactics like these:

Host a private roundtable event. Virtual works well for this type of event. Set up a time where 

you invite just a special segment of members to attend. Have some discussion questions 

relevant to the group and make sure you do intros. Help them get to know each other outside 

the community so they can feel more excited about chatting with these people inside the 

community.

Encourage members to add a community profile picture. Using an automation rule, contact 

every user who doesn’t have a profile picture and encourage them to add one. This will help 

your community users feel like they’re talking to real people – and maybe even help them 

remember someone they did meet before. 

Consider building a few sub-communities. Smaller areas with a specific purpose or designed 

for a certain group, like young professionals or members with a certain role-type can create 

smaller spaces for connection. But make sure you have a careful process for vetting new 

communities. Having too many communities can work counter to engagement because users 

feel overwhelmed by the options or conversations get spread thin. 

https://www.higherlogic.com/
https://www.higherlogic.com/blog/five-fun-and-creative-automation-rules/
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Trend 3: Industry Changes Can Impact 
Community Engagement

We looked at industry 

segments as a whole, 

including verticals like 

government, hospitality, 

retail, etc. from November 

2020, December 2020, 

February 2021, May 2021, 

and August 2021. 

We noticed that industry 

fluctuations and seasonality 

seem to impact community 

engagement. Here are three 

examples of fluctuations we 

saw in this data:

Of course, the most significant trend was what we saw back in 2020, when 

community engagement changed dramatically from the pandemic, an external 

force that affected most every industry. For example, in March 2020, 81% of our 

customers had a significant uptick in online community engagement. From March 

to November 2020, we saw a 33% increase in usage and new members across 

our platforms. 

https://www.higherlogic.com/
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 Strategies for Community Leaders 

FOR BUSY TIMES: 

Use busy times to increase engagement. If you are expecting a busy time in your industry or 

something unexpected comes up, it’s a good time to direct your members to the community. 

Post resources, ask questions, or see how members are faring in the community. Many of our 

association customers set up virtual roundtables through the community to help them during 

the pandemic (see the American Society of Civil Engineers’ story, for example).

Keep things relevant. Pay attention to your industry and what members are discussing in the 

community. If you have community content planned that’s not relevant to the issue, you might 

want to postpone and come up with something that is more relatable. For example, during the 

pandemic, how to work remotely was a popular topic, but it started to wane in popularity as 

time went by. Be attuned to these trends so your members know the community is a relevant 

place to be. 

Create sponsorship packages. This is a great time to begin or highlight your sponsorship, 

partner, or vendor program while engagement rates are high.

FOR SLOW TIMES: 

Use seed questions. When there’s a lull, it’s a good time to do a seed question campaign. 

Create an automation rule that asks members if they have a question they’d like to ask the 

community. If you decide to run this automation rule with a certain member segment, we 

recommend members who haven’t logged in within the past year. You can also pair it with 

asking them why they haven’t visited the community in a while. 

Develop a content calendar. Create a content calendar so that you have a pre-planned, 

consistent schedule for engaging topics. Use this template to build your calendar.

Highlight popular content. If you send out a member newsletter, drive traffic to your online 

community by highlighting the most popular discussion thread or resource. 

Ideally, we’d all have highly engaged communities, all the time. But realistically, it’s best to 

capitalize on times of high industry engagement and find strategies for conquering the slower 

times, too.

https://www.higherlogic.com/
https://www.higherlogic.com/case-studies/american-society-of-civil-engineers/
https://www.higherlogic.com/lp/community-content-calendar/
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        ASSOCIATION SPOTLIGHT 

How Matt Preiss is Building a Foundation to 
Sustain the YWCA’s Community Engagement 

When COVID-19 shutdowns arrived, the 

YWCA’s members needed their peers 

urgently – to share plans, strategize, 

and help each other get back on their 

feet. The association already had the 

online community in place with steady 

activity, so it was easy for members to 

get involved. Matt Preiss, IT Director at 

the YWCA, said it’s the first time he’s seen 

such a huge uptick in community usage. It 

seems like this jumpstart to engagement 

got members used to engaging – and 

the numbers have only gone up. When 

we looked at August 2021 compared 

to November 2020, the YWCA’s online 

communities have seen an 18% increase 

in the percent of active users in the 

community.  

But through all of this, Matt has learned 

that “if you build it, they will come” is not 

the right mentality for their community, 

especially looking at the years they had 

the community prior to the pandemic. He’s 

implementing new strategies to sustain 

engagement moving forward. Here are a 

couple steps he’s taking:

1

2

3

Implemented automation rules to 

encourage members to join relevant 

communities. He also uses automation 

rules to encourage members to fill out 

their profiles. 

Spearheaded an initiative to reduce 

the number of subcommunities in their 

forum. Matt started realizing that these 

communities might be overwhelming 

users, instead of making them want to 

jump right in, even though they were built 

with good intentions. He decided to focus 

on improving the communities that were 

strong and could be strengthened. Now, 

starting a new subcommunity looks more 

strategic: deciding who will be in charge, 

how content will be developed, and 

planning for growth. 

Empower members to use a self-serve 

system with their AMS, netFORUM. Now, 

members can go check the community 

roster and add their boards and staff, 

so that more users get exposed to the 

community and see what a benefit it is. 

MEET MATT PREISS

IT Director at YWCA

https://www.higherlogic.com/
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Keep in mind that the data in this report is 

based on Higher Logic customer data. All 

online community software providers are 

not created equal, and engagement differs 

depending on the strength of the software’s 

engagement capabilities. 

As pioneers in the engagement industry, we 

have the expertise, resources, and solutions 

you need to be successful in your community 

initiative. Our engagement products are 

purpose-built for associations, and we can 

help you take your member engagement 

strategy to the next level. 

QUESTIONS?

We hope this 
report has 
given you the 
insights you 
need to create 
a solid member 
engagement 
strategy in 
2022.  

LET’S CONNECT  

https://www.higherlogic.com/
https://www.higherlogic.com/request-demo/

